This report introduces a system for the objective physiological classification of single-unit activity in the anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) of anesthetized CBA/129 and CBA/CaJ mice. As in previous studies, the decision criteria are based on the temporal properties of responses to short tone bursts that are visualized in the form of peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs). Individual unit types are defined by the statistical distribution of quantifiable metrics that relate to the onset latency, regularity, and adaptation of sound-driven discharge rates. Variations of these properties reflect the unique synaptic organizations and intrinsic membrane properties that dictate the selective tuning of sound coding in the AVCN. When these metrics are applied to the mouse AVCN, responses to best frequency (BF) tones reproduce the major PSTH patterns that have been previously demonstrated in other mammalian species. The consistency of response types in two genetically diverse strains of laboratory mice suggests that the present classification system is appropriate for additional strains with normal peripheral function. The general agreement of present findings to established classifications validates laboratory mice as an adequate model for general principles of mammalian sound coding. Nevertheless, important differences are noted for the reliability of specialized endbulb transmission within the AVCN, suggesting less secure temporal coding in this high-frequency species.
Introduction
The interface between the auditory periphery and anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) has been a rich source of information regarding the basic mechanisms of sound coding (Blackburn and Sachs, 1990) , auditory development (Feng et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2005; Limb and Ryugo, 2000) , and deafness (Lee et al., 2003; Youssoufian et al., 2008) . From the perspective of computational neuroscience, the AVCN is an ideal model system because the relatively homogeneous projections of the auditory nerve diverge into parallel processing pathways with unique coding attributes (Young et al., 1988b) . The selective sound representations of the AVCN are dictated by variations in synaptic transmission that include the size, number and site of auditory nerve inputs, the intrinsic membrane properties of the target neuron, and a local modulatory circuitry (Trussel, 2002) .
Predictive relationships between structural diversity and functional specialization are well defined in the AVCN where neurons with shared cellular morphologies occupy regionalized topographies that can be probed with electrophysiological techniques (Cant and Morest, 1984) . Major structure/function relationships have been further confirmed by the histological reconstruction of physiologically characterized neurons (Rhode et al., 1983; Smith and Rhode, 1989) . This detailed functional anatomy makes it possible to relate the underlying mechanisms of deafness and other auditory processing disorders to changes in the sound coding attributes of specific cellular populations (Cai, 2007; May et al., 2011) .
From the perspective of biophysical mechanisms, the most general AVCN response type is associated with cells that display a multipolar or stellate morphology (Cant and Morest, 1979b) . The neurons have elongated dendritic fields that are contacted by numerous bouton synapses from the auditory nerve. When a multipolar cell is depolarized, it emits regularly timed action potentials that conform to the basic Hodgkin-Huxley model of neural membranes (Banks and Sachs, 1991; Lai et al., 1994) . Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) manifest this regularity as a multi-modal chopped appearance (Fig. 1C and D, 2e4) . Consequently, the physiological counterpart of the multipolar cell has been designated the chopper unit (Palmer et al., 2003; Pfeiffer, 1966) .
Specialized neural responses are produced by cellular morphologies with stunted bush-like dendritic arbors (Cant and Morest, 1979a; Osen, 1969) . Because bushy cells receive axosomatic auditory nerve inputs by way of powerful endbulb synapses (Rothman et al., 1993; Ryugo and Fekete, 1982) , each auditory nerve input is capable of generating an action potential in the postsynaptic neuron. Additional inhibitory influences constrain firing rates at higher sound levels, preserving temporal precision (KoppScheinpflug et al., 2002; Kuenzel et al., 2011) . This secure synaptic coupling transfers the irregular discharge rates of auditory nerve fibers to the bushy cells (Manis and Marx, 1991; Rhode, 2008; Wu and Oertel, 1984) , which are known as primarylike units for their physiological resemblance to primary afferents ( Fig. 1A and B) .
The distinct sound processing roles of chopper and primarylike units are revealed not only by differences in their morphology and temporal response patterns but also by the targets of their axonal projections. Multipolar cells project to processing centers throughout the auditory brainstem, including the cochlear nuclei, periolivary nuclei, lateral lemniscus, and inferior colliculus (Cant and Benson, 2003; Malmierca and Hackett, 2010) . The accurate representation of stimulus level by the discharge rates of chopper units suggests that these neurons may be specialized for the coding of spectral cues for sound localization or communication signals (May et al., 1998; Rhode and Smith, 1986) . Alternatively, bushy cells provide the major inputs to the medial and lateral superior olive, where temporally precise transmission is essential for the binaural processing of interaural time and level differences (ILDs and ITDs, (Rhode, 2008; Young et al., 1988a) .
Despite the increasing importance of laboratory mice as a model for the cellular anatomy and physiology of the cochlear nucleus (Oertel et al., 2008; Webster and Trune,1982) , studies of sound coding in this structure remain rare. Interpretations of the few existing single-unit studies are constrained by the absence of physiological classifications by which results are organized in other species. Functional categorization is essential because genetic and environmental manipulations may selectively alter the coding properties of a population class. For example, the disruption of the medial olivocochlear system in transgenic mice has been shown to degrade the accuracy of temporal coding among globular bushy cells without altering the coding properties of other AVCN neurons . To enhance the current understanding of sound coding in laboratory mice, the present study describes the PSTH-based classification of single-unit activity in the AVCN of CBA/129 and CBA/CaJ mice. Two genetically diverse strains were tested to verify the generalization of experimental observations among laboratory strains with intact peripheral function. First, a subset of chopper and primarylike units were selected to represent PSTH patterns that have been previously demonstrated in other mammalian species (Bourk, 1976; Palmer et al., 1996 Palmer et al., , 2003 Pfeiffer, 1966; Woolf and Ryan, 1985) . Then, informative response metrics within the major PSTH types were used to produce a system for the objective classification of single-unit activity (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989) . The validity of the resulting decision criteria was verified by the objective classification of the remaining units in the sample. Measures of waveform shapes, synaptic prepotentials, threshold, frequency tuning, spontaneous rate, and latency were also performed to evaluate the natural variation of basic response properties within AVCN response types.
Methods

Subjects
Single-unit responses were recorded in the AVCN of 16 CBA/129 and 12 CBA/CaJ mice (18 male, 10 female). The mice were 1e6 months old with a mean age of approximately 3 months. CBA/129 hybrid mice (CBA/CaJ x 129S6/SvEvTac) were bred in the laboratory and maintained from birth in quiet housing facilities to minimize prior exposure to the ambient noise levels of institutional vivaria (Lauer et al., 2009) . CBA/CaJ inbred mice were procured from Jackson Laboratories (stock #000654) at 4 weeks of age and were housed in the quiet facility until tested (typically 1e14 days). Because no sex, age, or strain differences were noted in the present analyses, results from all subjects have been combined to produce the largest possible sample of units in multiple PSTH classifications. All animal protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Johns Hopkins University.
Surgical procedures
Mice were prepared for surgical recording under urethane anesthesia (1.0 g/kg, IP). Some mice were also given a single dose of xylazine (20 mg/kg IP) 15 min prior to urethane administration. When needed, urethane was supplemented at a lower dosage (0.3 g/kg, IP). A regulated heating pad was used to maintain a body temperature of approximately 37 C throughout the experiment.
The subject's head was fixed in standard stereotaxic coordinates with ear bars and a bite bar. The posterior fossa was opened caudal to the lambdoid suture. The lateral cerebellum was partially aspirated to expose the left AVCN. A head-fixation post was bonded to the skull with UV-sensitive dental acrylic. The head post was attached to the stereotaxic frame and the left ear bar was removed to accommodate monaural acoustic stimulation.
Recording procedures
The recording microelectrode was visually positioned on the dorsal surface of the AVCN, then advanced through the nucleus Fig. 2 . Decision tree for unit classification. Major branch points are defined by the regularity of onset discharge rates (Criterion 1), the separability of 1st and 2nd spike latencies (Criterion 2), and transient versus slow rates of adaptation (Criteria 3 and 4).
with a hydraulic micropositioner. The range of the recording track was maximized by orienting the microelectrode at an angle of 25 in the sagittal plane, so that the electrode passed through the long axis of the nucleus along a dorsal-caudal to ventral-rostral trajectory.
Extracellular recordings were made using glass micropipettes with impedances near 1 MU. The electrodes had tip diameters of 1.5e2.0 mm and were filled with 3 M NaCl. The electrode signal was bandpass filtered (10e5000 Hz) and amplified (3000e15000Â). A Schmitt trigger was used to record the timing of action potentials relative to stimulus onsets with 10-ms resolution. Some recordings were made with 5-MU tungsten electrodes (A-M Systems), but micropipettes tended to yield a larger number of well-isolated units in each preparation. Comparisons of PSTH shapes and classification criteria between microelectrode types did not reveal any significant differences. Minimum first spike latency was used to separate primarylike units from auditory nerve fibers (Liberman, 1993; Spirou et al., 2005) . Other response types were easily distinguished from auditory nerve fibers by their unique PSTH shapes.
Acoustic stimuli
Acoustic stimuli were presented in free-field to minimize surgical manipulations of the outer ear and to avoid issues of closed-field calibration at high frequencies (Pearce et al., 2001 ). Experiments were conducted inside a double-walled soundattenuating chamber to control ambient sound levels (Industrial Acoustic Company). The single loudspeaker (Tannoy, Satellite Arena-BL) was positioned approximately 36 cm from the mouse's head at a spatial orientation of 45 azimuth, 0 elevation in the hemifield of the unoccluded left ear. All stimuli were synthesized in MATLAB and generated with multifunction digital processors (Tucker-Davis Technologies, RX6). Sound levels were controlled with programmable attenuators (Tucker-Davis Technologies, PA5) and a power amplifier (Crown D-45). Acoustic calibrations were performed by recording the output of the loudspeaker at the location of the subject's head with a ¼ inch free-field condenser microphone (Bruel & Kjaer, type 4939). Calibrations were completed prior to electrophysiological experiments without a mouse in the testing apparatus. The free-field frequency response of the loudspeaker varied by AE10 dB across the range of sampled neurons (6e50 kHz).
Neurons with sound-driven activity were isolated by presenting short bursts of tone or noise as the electrode advanced through the AVCN. The BFs and thresholds of well-isolated units were determined by manually sweeping the frequency and level of tone bursts.
Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) provided the essential response metrics for unit classification (Fig. 1 ). PSTHs were collected by presenting 300 repetitions of BF tone bursts. The tones were 50 ms in duration (5-ms rise/fall times) and were presented at a rate of 4 bursts/s. The level of the tones was 30 dB relative to the unit's threshold. To mitigate adaptation effects, responses to the first 30 repetitions were not included in the analysis of PSTHs. The remaining spike activity was sorted into 0.1-ms bins relative to stimulus onset.
Rate-level functions (RALVs) provided a precise estimate of the stimulus levels that were unambiguously represented by changes in sound-driven discharge rates. RALVs were collected by presenting a 100-dB range of BF tone levels in ascending steps of 1 dB. The tones were 200 ms in duration (10-ms rise/fall times) and repeated at a rate of 1 tone burst/s. Absolute stimulus levels were adjusted for each unit to sample the complete dynamic range of sound-driven activity. Typically, the lowest level was approximately 10 dB below the BF threshold.
Frequency response maps (FRMs) revealed the combined effects of frequency and level on the unit's excitatory/inhibitory response patterns. FRMs were constructed by presenting a sequence of tone bursts that began at BF and expanded outwardly in frequency steps of 0.04 octaves. A typical sequence included 100 tones spanning 4 octaves. The process was repeated at multiple levels across the dynamic range of on-BF responses, as indicated by RALVs. If the unit was held at the completion of these measures, additional characterizations were performed (e.g., temporal modulation functions, random spectral shapes), somewhat limiting the yield of units from each 2e3 h recording session. 
PSTH exemplars
Objective criteria for the categorization of AVCN neurons were derived from the spike time distributions of neurons with shared PSTH shapes. A subset of sampled neurons were selected to represent established chopper and primarylike classifications based on the shape of PSTHs and the regularity of ISIs (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989; Bourk, 1976; Pfeiffer, 1966) . For convenience, these neurons are designated PSTH exemplars.
Exemplars sharing the same shape were assessed with quantifiable metrics, such as the latency of onset responses, regularity of ISIs and rate of adaptation. Metrics that demonstrated robust statistical differences between PSTH-defined response types were then used to categorize the remaining units in the sample. The reliability of putative decision criteria was verified by the clustering of objectively categorized units within the parameter space of exemplars.
Decision criteria
Present computational methods were similar to the previous analysis of PSTH patterns in other species (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989; Bourk, 1976; Young et al., 1988a) , with the following exception. Statistical descriptions were based on time bins that contained a fixed number of ISI samples, rather than a fixed duration.
Adaptation patterns were analyzed by calculating the statistical variation of ISIs relative to stimulus onset times. To begin, all spike times were sorted in ascending order regardless of stimulus presentation number. The 27 spikes (representing 10% of the stimulus presentations) with the shortest latencies were selected and their ISIs were determined by measuring the time interval to the next spike in the same stimulus presentation. The mean and standard deviation of the ISIs was calculated. Then, the analysis time window was shifted by one spike to higher values and the process repeated until all spike times were analyzed. A time was assigned to each sampling interval by calculating the mean latency of the 27 spikes. A standardized ISI function was created by linearly interpolating the mean and standard deviation of ISI values at intervals of 0.05 ms.
Discrete samples of 27 spikes (i.e., 10% of the stimulus presentations that contributed to the PSTH) were analyzed because this spike count was small enough to support a detailed temporal analysis of adaptation effects and large enough to minimize the variance between adjacent temporal bins. On rare occasions, an individual ISI value deviated from the mean of the 27 spikes by more than three standard deviations, presumably indicating a false trigger or a missed spike. These outliers were removed, and ISI statistics were recalculated from the remaining values.
Regularity at stimulus onset
The coefficient of variation (CV) was used to perform the initial separation of generic primarylike and chopper units. This metric was derived from the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of ISI values (Young et al., 1988a) . Chopper units with regularly timed ISIs were expected to generate smaller standard deviations, and therefore lower CV scores than irregular primarylike units.
CV scores cannot be applied arbitrarily to ISI functions because transient and slowly adapting chopper units (Ch-T and Ch-SA) show increased irregularity later in the stimulus. For this reason, generic primarylike and chopper units were identified by their CV scores at the onset of sound-driven activity. The early CV (CV-E) statistic was defined as the median of CV scores within AE0.1 ms of a unit's median first spike latency (FSL median , as defined below). Quantifiable decision criteria were subsequently established by analyzing the statistical distribution of CV-E scores among primarylike and chopper exemplars.
Onset precision
The initial onset spikes of generic primarylike units were analyzed in terms of their latency, variability, and temporal separability. The minimum first spike latency (FSL min ) reflects the effective synaptic delay of its auditory nerve inputs. Because neurons within the major PSTH types receive different forms of synaptic contact from the auditory periphery, the latency of sound-driven activity is an alternative method for verifying the assumed anatomical basis of physiological classifications. In comparison to chopper units, primarylike units show relatively short latencies because they receive powerful axosomatic inputs from the auditory nerve (Rhode et al., 1983; Ryugo and Sento, 1991) . Among generic primarylike (Pri) units, primarylike-withnotch (Pri-N) units are expected to display the shortest FSL min because they receive a greater number of inputs from the auditory nerve (Rhode, 2008) .
The FSL min of sound-driven activity is not necessarily indicated by the timing of the first spike after stimulus onset because spontaneous spikes may occur prior to stimulated spikes. To avoid this ambiguity, FSL min was defined as the minimum time interval after stimulus onset that elicited a statistically significant rate increase above the probability of spontaneous activity. This metric was estimated by comparing the number of spikes in a stimulus-on window (stimulated and spontaneous spikes) and a stimulus-off window (spontaneous spikes). The stimulus-on window began at stimulus onset and was adjusted in duration so that the number of stimulus-on spikes exceeded the expected number of spikes in a stimulus-off window of equal duration, under the assumption that the neuron was a Poisson process firing at its spontaneous rate (p < 0.0001, (Chase and Young, 2007) . Spontaneous activity was sampled during the final 100 ms of the inter-stimulus interval to avoid adaptation effects. When a unit did not exhibit spontaneous activity, a sound-driven response was verified by adjusting the duration of the stimulus-on window until at least five spikes were captured.
Relative to generic primarylike units, the highly convergent inputs of Pri-N units are expected to produce more precisely timed onset responses. The median and standard deviation of first spike latencies (FSL median , FSL SD ) were derived from the PSTH by selecting spike times that met the following criteria. The spikes must have preceded FSL min by no more than 0.5 ms or followed FSL min by no more than 10 ms.
The precise FSL median of Pri-N neurons imposes an absolute refractory period that delays the second spike. As a result, the high onset rates of the PSTH are followed by a brief period of inactivity (i.e., notch). The separability of first and second spike latencies was quantified with the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) statistic, which was computed in MATLAB with the KLDIV function. This variant of Kullback-Leibler Divergence indicates the dissimilarity of two probability distributions with finite values that range from 0 to 1 (Antolin et al., 2009) . A JSD of 0 indicates identical distributions; a value of 1 indicates two non-overlapping distributions. The prominent notch in the onset responses of Pri-N units is expected to produce JSD scores that approach 1.
The calculation of JSD takes the general form:
where F and S are the temporal probability distributions for first and second spikes (computed with bins of 0.2 ms), and i is the bin index. M is the midpoint distribution of F and S. D is the KullbackLeibler Divergence for a discrete random variable.
Non-linear adaptation
Measures of non-linear (transient) adaptation were designed to quantify rapid changes in sound-driven rates during the initial 10e15 ms of sound-driven activity. Ch-S units were expected to maintain high driven rates during this time interval, while Ch-T units were expected to exhibit a sharp rate decrease.
The ISI Adaptation Ratio (ISI AR ) was defined as the ratio of the median ISI at the middle of the stimulus (ISI-M) to the median ISI at the onset of the stimulus (ISI-E, Fig. 5A ). Because Ch-T units generate longer ISIs after stimulus onset, they were expected to produce high ISI AR scores.
The maximum ISI slope (ISI MS ) was calculated by determining the maximum slope for the initial fifteen 1-ms segments of the ISI function (Fig. 5A) . Each segment was smoothed with a boxcar averaging filter. Ch-T units were also expected to produce high ISI MS scores.
Linear adaptation
Measures of linear adaptation were designed to capture the progressive rate decrease that is displayed by slowly adapting chopper units (Ch-SA). This objective was achieved by calculating the average ISI slope (ISI AS ) from early in the stimulus (ISI-E) to late in the stimulus (ISI-L, Figs. 6A and 7). Because Ch-SA units also exhibit decreased regularity late in the stimulus, a late CV (CV-L) score was derived from the median of CV values that were recorded 20e30 ms after the onset of sound-driven activity (Fig. 6B ). Relative to Ch-S units, Ch-SA units were expected to show a higher ISI AS and CV-L.
Waveform shapes and synaptic prepotentials
The spike waveforms of AVCN neurons maintain a systematic relationship with PSTH response types. In domestic cats, most primarylike neurons produce a monophasic action potential that displays an electrical deflection immediately before the generation of an action potential (Bourk, 1976; Pfeiffer, 1966; Young et al., 1988a) . Among Pri units, prepotentials are sufficiently large to be seen on individual traces of spike waveforms (category PP1). Pri-N units exhibit smaller, but consistent prepotentials that are revealed by averaging (category PP2). Based on their strong association with Pri and Pri-N units, prepotentials are assumed to reflect the electrical discharge of the endbulb synapses that connect auditory nerve fibers to spherical and globular bushy cells. Chopper units produce biphasic action potentials without visible prepotentials (category PP3). Representative waveforms from domestic cats are shown in Fig. 8A .
Existing analyses of waveform shapes (Bourk, 1976; Young et al., 1988a) were extended to laboratory mice by recording the digitized action potential waveforms of AVCN neurons. When possible, the analysis was based on spontaneous activity to avoid the correlated Fig. 6 . Criterion 4 of the decision tree. Slowly adapting Ch-SA units were isolated from generic Ch-S units by linear adaptation effects that persisted throughout the stimulus presentation. A: Mean ISI functions for the Ch-S exemplar in Fig. 1 and a typical Ch-SA unit. B: CV functions for the same units. Shaded regions indicate the time intervals that were used to compute ISI AS and CV-L scores. C: Two-dimensional scatter plot of ISI AS and CV-L scores for Ch-S exemplars and units that were originally assigned to the Ch-S category because they did not show transient adaptation. Units that were aligned beyond the range of Ch-S exemplars were assigned to the Ch-SA category. Outliers were not further classified (Ch-NFC). electrical interference of nearby neurons. Action potentials were elicited from units without spontaneous activity by presenting near-threshold BF tones. The resulting waveforms were sampled at a rate of 500 MS/s and averaged over 64 consecutive spike acquisitions (Tektronix 1000B digital storage oscilloscope). Prepotentials were identified by a positive deflection in the average waveform that preceded the action potential by less than 0.5 ms.
BF threshold, excitatory bandwidth, and spontaneous rate
The BF threshold was defined as the minimum sound level that elicited a sound-driven response. Threshold estimates were derived from statistical comparisons of spike rates during the stimulus on and stimulus-off intervals of RALVs. Stimulus-on (driven) rates were sampled during a 200-ms window that was synchronized with stimulus onset. Stimulus-off (spontaneous) rates were sampled during the final 400 ms of the 800-ms inter-stimulus intervals. As an additional control for adaptation effects, stimulus-off rates were only sampled from the initial 20 stimulus presentations of the RALV (i.e., the lowest presentation levels).
A 50% confidence interval (CI) was calculated under the assumption that the neuron was a Poisson process firing at its spontaneous rate (MATLAB, poissfit function, (Cai, 2007) . Threshold was defined as the lowest of five consecutive levels where stimulus-on rates exceeded the 50% CI. The probability that five sub-threshold levels would produce a stimulus-on rate exceeding the stimulus-off rate is 0.25 5 (p ¼ 0.001).
The bandwidth of frequency tuning was characterized with Q 10 values that were derived from FRMs. By convention, Q 10 is the ratio of BF to excitatory bandwidth 10 dB above the BF threshold. Excitatory bandwidth was defined for this calculation as the range of consecutive frequencies where stimulus-on rates exceeded stimulus-off rates, using the same statistical test that was applied during the determination of BF thresholds. Because threshold was determined by the off-line analysis of RALVs, frequency sequences usually were not obtained at exactly 10 dB re threshold. In these instances, responses were linearly interpolated from the closest surrounding levels in the FRM. Similarly, sound-driven rates were interpolated between the 0.04-octave frequency steps to increase the resolution of frequency sampling near the edge of excitatory cutoffs. 
Results
Strain differences
Single-unit recordings were made in CBA/129 and CBA/CaJ mice to evaluate the generalization of objective classifications in two strains of laboratory mice with normal peripheral function. For the distribution of scores within each classification metric, KolmogoroveSmirnov tests were used to compute the statistical significance of strain differences. Because no statistically significant differences were observed, the following results are based on the combined data from both strains.
Exemplar units
Exemplars from the four major VCN unit types are shown in Fig. 1 . For each unit type, the raw spike time raster on the left is summarized by the PSTH on the right. The identification of exemplars was based on subjective (shape) and quantitative criteria (regularity) that were previously established in other species (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989) . Primarylike units (Pri) displayed an irregularly timed FSL and short-term rate adaptation during the initial 20-ms of the stimulus presentation. Primarylike-with-notch units (Pri-N) displayed a precisely timed FSL that was followed by an absolute refractory period (notch). Sustained chopper units (Ch-S) showed regularly timed ISIs that gave the PSTH a multi-modal (chopped) appearance. Transient chopper units (Ch-T) exhibited regularly timed ISIs at stimulus onset that rapidly gave way to adaptation effects.
Multiple exemplars within each PSTH classification defined the physiological variability of quantifiable response metrics. The statistical separability of the metrics between PSTH classes created a decision tree for the objective classification of the remaining neurons in the sample. These criteria are summarized in Fig. 2. 
Primarylike versus chopper units (criterion 1)
The gross distinction between primarylike and chopper units is commonly based on the analysis of onset regularity. The distinctive multi-modal visual appearance of the chopper PSTH is produced by the intrinsic membrane properties of multipolar cells which generate regularly timed spike activity (Manis and Marx, 1991) . The regularity of sound-driven activity is quantified by the CV statistic (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989; Young et al., 1988a) , with chopper units having lower scores than primarylike units. Fig. 3 summarizes differences in the statistical distributions of CV-E scores for exemplar primarylike (n ¼ 22) and chopper units (n ¼ 37). The exemplar Pri and Pri-N units from Fig. 1 are highlighted in Fig. 3A , and the exemplar Ch-S and Ch-T units in Fig. 3B . The right panel displays CV across the complete stimulus duration, while the left panel highlights the CV-E interval (FSL median AE 1 ms). Differences in the CV-E scores of the four exemplars are illustrated by their position relative to the gray-filled area in each panel. Both chopper units exhibited lower CV-E scores than the primarylike units. The Ch-T unit produced less regular ISIs later in the stimulus.
Histograms showing the CV-E scores of all primarylike and chopper exemplars are presented in Fig. 3C . The highest scores of the chopper exemplars fell below 0.2, while the lowest scores of primarylike exemplars exceeded 0.25. The remaining units in the sample were categorized as generic primarylike or chopper units if their CV-E scores were within the limits of either distribution. Two units with intermediate scores were not further categorized (NFC).
Primarylike versus primarylike-with-notch units (criterion 2)
Pri-N units were distinguished from Pri units by the precision of their onset responses. The temporal reproducibility of first spike latencies and ensuing refractory periods produce a robust onset peak and notch that is visible in the PSTH. Fig. 4 illustrates these features for the Pri and Pri-N exemplars in Fig. 1A and B. The time scale of the spike time rasters in Fig. 4A have been expanded to show only the first and second spikes of each stimulus presentation. The statistical distributions of the spike times are summarized by the histograms in Fig. 4B .
The mean and standard deviation of first and second spike latencies are presented for 9 Pri and 5 Pri-N exemplars in Fig. 4C . The units are rank ordered by the statistical separation of first and second spike latencies, as quantified by JSD scores. Units with the most separable spike latencies are shown on the right. First and second spike latencies were highly variable for the population of Pri exemplars, which resulted in substantial overlap between the two distributions. Second spike latencies also were variable for the Pri-N exemplars, but the precision of first spike latencies maintained a clear separation between the distributions.
The mathematical separability of first and second spike latencies was quantified with JSD and FSL SD statistics. When exemplars are plotted along these two dimensions in Fig. 4D , Pri-N units cluster in a region of low FSL SD (precision) and high JSD (separability). Pri units disperse over a greater range of parameter space, but remain spatially segregated from Pri-N units.
Categorization of generic primarylike units was based on how well their FSL SD and JSD scores co-localized with Pri or Pri-N exemplars. Ten units met the criteria for Pri (n ¼ 4) or Pri-N classification (n ¼ 6). Five units displayed ambiguous scores and were not further categorized (NFC).
Sustained versus transient choppers (criterion 3)
Chopper units were separated into sustained (Ch-S) and transient (Ch-T) subtypes based on the temporal properties of their ISI functions Sachs, 1989, 1992) . Fig. 5A contrasts the ISI functions of the Ch-S and Ch-T exemplars in Fig. 1C and D. The Ch-S exemplar produced consistently short ISIs throughout the stimulus presentation because it maintained a high sound-driven rate. The Ch-T exemplar produced ISIs that lengthened abruptly toward the beginning of the stimulus because sound-driven rates rapidly adapted. Median "chopping" frequencies were higher among Ch-T units (726 Hz) than among Ch-S units (325 Hz) prior to adaptation, but both classifications produced a number of units with frequencies exceeding 500 Hz. Discharge rates of this magnitude were uncommon among primarylike units.
The transient adaptation effects of Ch-T exemplars were quantified with the ISI AR and ISI MS statistics. Methods for the calculation of these metrics are related to ISI functions in Fig. 5A . Two-dimensional plots of the metrics are illustrated with 12 Ch-S and 5 Ch-T exemplars in Fig. 5B . All of the Ch-S exemplars produced ISI AR scores that were less than 1.5. Their ISI MS scores were less than 0.5. By contrast, the steep increase in ISI among Ch-T exemplars produced ISI AR scores that were greater than 2.5 and ISI MS scores that were greater than 1. Out of 23 generic chopper units, 20 produced scores that clustered near the Ch-S exemplars. The remaining units were categorized as Ch-T (n ¼ 2) or NFC (n ¼ 1).
Sustained versus slowly adapting choppers (criterion 4)
Blackburn and Sachs (Blackburn and Sachs, 1992) identified a third chopper subtype with slowly adapting sound-driven rates (Ch-SA). Ch-SA exemplars display a linear increase in ISI (Fig. 6A ) and decreased regularity toward the end of the stimulus (Fig. 6B) that differs from the rapid non-linear adaptation effects of Ch-T units (Fig. 5A) . These slowly developing response patterns were quantified with the average slope of the ISI function (ISI AS ) and the late CV score (CV-L).
Two-dimensional plots of the ISI AS and CV-L scores of 12 Ch-S exemplars are shown in Fig. 6C . These non-adapting units produced ISI AS scores that were less than 0.04 and CV-L scores that were less than 0.3. Generic chopper units that did not show transient adaptation patterns appear to be distributed along a continuum without a clear categorical boundary. Therefore, the decision criteria for Ch-SA classification was determined by the most extreme scores of the Ch-S exemplars. This approach yielded 5 Ch-S, 13 Ch-SA and 2 NFC assignments.
Verification of the decision tree
The accuracy of objective classification was verified by examining the PSTH shapes of categorized units. The examples in Fig. 7A and B were assigned to the Pri and Pri-N categories by applying criteria 1 and 2 of the decision tree. The examples in Fig. 7C and D were assigned to the Ch-S and Ch-T categories by criteria 1, 3, and 4. For each case, the categorized units reproduced the major visual and objective criteria of the exemplar units in Fig. 1. 
Waveform shapes and synaptic prepotentials
The action potential waveforms of domestic cats and laboratory mice are compared in Fig. 8A and B, respectively. As illustrated in the figure, striking differences in the waveform shapes of chopper and primarylike units have been noted in cats (Young et al., 1988a) . Most Pri neurons produce monophasic action potentials that are preceded by discrete prepotentials (category PP1). Biphasic PP1 responses and monophasic PP2 responses are less commonly observed (Bourk, 1976) . Most Pri-N neurons produce monophasic PP2 responses, although larger PP1 prepotentials also are encountered. Chopper units produce biphasic action potentials without prepotentials (category PP3).
In the case of ChS and ChT units, the action potential waveforms of laboratory mice shared the biphasic, PP3 properties that have been previously described in cats. Multiple examples from the two PSTH response types are presented in the right columns of Fig. 8B . Each trace shows the averaged waveform of a different unit. Positive peaks have been aligned in time to enhance the visibility of individual waveforms. Variations in amplitude reflect unit isolation, signal amplification, and electrode position at the time of recording.
One of the most striking physiological differences in the AVCN responses of mice and cats was the action potential shapes of Pri and Pri-N units. Examples of averaged waveforms from mice are presented in the left columns of Fig. 8B . Units in both PSTH classifications produced biphasic action potentials. PP1 prepotentials were never observed. PP2 prepotentials were uncommon. The initial positive deflections that were assumed to indicate PP2 responses tended to be smaller in magnitude, less discrete in time, and typically merged with the initial positive peak of the biphasic action potential. These observations suggest that the synaptic inputs of the auditory nerve to bushy cells are less secure in laboratory mice than in domestic cats.
Basic response properties of physiologically categorized units
Additional tests characterized the basic response properties of all physiologically categorized units. BF thresholds are plotted in relation to frequency and unit type in Fig. 9A . For comparison, the best threshold curve of auditory nerve fibers is also shown for CBA/ CaJ and C57BL/6 mice (Taberner and Liberman, 2005) . The best thresholds of AVCN neurons and auditory nerve fibers match closely across a wide range of frequencies, with the most sensitive thresholds falling between 10 and 20 kHz. The major PSTH classifications produced an equivalent range of thresholds at any given frequency. AVCN units appear to be less sensitive than auditory nerve fibers at frequencies below 8 kHz, but this discrepancy is likely due to the sparse sampling of low-BF units in the present study.
Q 10 measures of frequency tuning are shown in Fig. 9B . Once again, there was good agreement between average physiological responses in the AVCN and auditory nerve (Taberner and Liberman, 2005) . As observed in other species, average Q 10 values increased with BF (Palmer et al., 2003; Rhode and Smith, 1986; Sayles and Winter, 2010) . Responses from multiple PSTH classifications were intermingled at any given frequency.
Spontaneous rates are shown in Fig. 9C . Most units from all PSTH classifications exhibited very low spontaneous rates. Higher rates were more likely to be associated with Pri or Pri-N units, which has been previously observed in domestic cats (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989) . There was no systematic effect of BF at well-sampled frequencies.
Minimum onset latencies (FSL min ) are presented in Fig. 9D . The three classes of primarylike units (Pri, Pri-N, Pri-NFC) produced the shortest latencies at each BF. This effect also has been noted in domestic cats (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989) . The rapid activation of primarylike neurons is attributed to the specialized synaptic endbulbs by which they receive auditory nerve inputs (Rhode et al., 1983; Wu and Oertel, 1984) .
Discussion
The majority of AVCN units were assigned to a specific PSTH response class. As in other species, units with ambiguous or unusual response properties are also encountered in mice. The following discussion summarizes the decision criteria that were applied in these situations, especially where current classification strategies deviated from previous analyses.
Ambiguities between chopper and primarylike units
The majority of chopper and primarylike exemplars were clearly segregated by differences in the CV-E statistic (Fig. 3) . On a few instances (2/74 units), ambiguous CV-E scores were associated with response patterns that could be interpreted as a Pri-N unit with an unusually well-timed second spike or a Ch-T unit with unusually rapid adaptation.
A peak magnitude criterion has been proposed for separating chopper units from primarylike units with regular onset rates (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989; Young et al., 1988a) . Chopper units are expected to generate spike counts in the first 2e3 peaks of the PSTH on all stimulus repetitions. Therefore, their "spikes per peak" scores are expected to approach 1. Because these ambiguities were rare in mice, the present classification system relied exclusively on CV-E statistics to distinguish generic chopper and primarylike units.
Alternative methods for the classification of primarylike subtypes
Prior classification studies have identified Pri-N units by a subjective inspection of the PSTH (Bourk, 1976; Pfeiffer, 1966) . Proposed metrics for the objective classification of this subtype were derived from those descriptions. The precise onset of Pri-N units was translated to the FSL SD statistic, while the refractory notch was captured by the JSD score. The FSL SD statistics of Pri and Pri-N units have been previously measured in domestic cats and are equivalent to the ranges that are reported here for laboratory mice (Young et al., 1988a) .
Although chopper units exhibited equivalent onset statistics, exemplar Pri-N units were easily distinguished from Pri units by their low FSL SD and high JSD scores. Exemplar Pri units showed more variable onset responses and less separable first and second spike latencies. Although exemplars demonstrated clear physiological differences, an ambiguity was introduced when these two metrics were extended to a broad sampling of generic primarylike units (Fig. 4D) . Several units received Pri-NFC designations because they produced FSL SD statistics that were consistent with the Pri classification but JSD scores that exceeded the highest Pri exemplar.
Attempts to minimize the number of Pri-NFC units failed to identify features that justified their inclusion in either the Pri or Pri-N classification. The tight parameter space of Pri-N exemplars makes it unlikely that this issue would be resolved by adding more Pri-N exemplars to the analysis but it is possible that a larger sample of Pri exemplars would reduce the range of ambiguous JSD scores. In lieu of these data, present results suggest that FSL SD and When recording in the AVCN, care must be taken to distinguish between Pri units and their auditory nerve inputs. To avoid this potential artifact, the present recordings were made using metal electrodes or micropipettes with relatively large tips (w1.5e2.0 mm) and low impedances (1 MU). Recordings from small diameter auditory nerve fibers are typically made using micropipettes with fine tips and high impedances (10e30 MU, (Kiang et al., 1965) . Scatter plots of first spike latency do not indicate Pri units with shorter latencies than Pri-N units (Fig. 9D) , which would suggest erroneously classified auditory nerve fibers. Sachs (1989, 1992) characterized the adaptation patterns of chopper units by a decrease in regularity and increase in ISI that occurred late in the stimulus presentation. The present classification system incorporated a similar approach. Rapidly adapting chopper units were assigned to the Ch-T classification by their high ISI AR and ISI MS scores (Fig. 5C ). Both metrics produced a clear separation between Ch-T units and other chopper subtypes. The adaptation patterns of laboratory mice were more categorically distinct than those previously described in domestic cats.
Alternative methods for the classification of chopper subtypes
Slowly adapting choppers were assigned to the Ch-SA classification by high ISI AS and CV-L scores (Fig. 6C) . Examination of the resulting distributions, however, suggests that the categorization of linear adaptation is not well justified by the quantitative analysis of ISI AS and CV-L scores. Instead, Ch-S and Ch-SA units fall along a continuum of increasing adaptation. Ch-S and Ch-SA designations have been maintained in the present classification system to allow direct comparisons with the descriptions of Sachs (1989, 1992) . Nevertheless, the functional importance of rate adaptation may be better understood by emphasizing the shared characteristics of Ch-S and Ch-SA units, and not their enforced categorization.
Onset units
Onset units emit a precisely timed onset spike following by little or no activity (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989; Pfeiffer, 1966) . They are broadly tuned, have a wide dynamic range, and often produce a sustained response when stimulated with broadband noise (Smith and Rhode, 1989) . Onset units were rarely observed in our study of the AVCN. The scarcity of this response pattern is most likely due to sampling bias. Onset responses are more common in the posterior VCN (Kane, 1973; Osen, 1969) . The present classification system was directed to the anterior subdivision and was designed for units that exhibited sustained responses to BF tones.
Classification ambiguities may arise between the rapidly adapting responses of Ch-T units and the prolonged onset responses of onset chopper (onset-C) units. While these unit types show unique intracellular responses (Paolini and Clark, 1999) , extracellular recordings display considerable overlap in physiological properties such as threshold and near-threshold frequency tuning . The present study distinguished Ch-T units from onset-C units by their relatively high sustained sounddriven rates (PSTH) and restricted dynamic range (RALV).
Onset (onset-L) units sustain low levels of sound-driven activity and therefore may be confused with primarylike units (Rhode et al., 1983) . Blackburn and Sachs (1989) designated ambiguous primarylike/onset units as onset responses if the PSTH displayed precise onset spikes and sustained firing rates below 100 spikes/sec. This criterion was met by 2 out of 11 Pri-N units in the present sample. All of the units were assigned to the Pri-N classification. Additional criteria based on sustained firing rate, response bandwidth, or dynamic range may be used to discriminate the two unit types, when necessary Winter and Palmer, 1995) .
Unusual units
Chopper (Ch-L) units with low onset rates have been described in domestic cats (Bourk, 1976) . Because only a small number of Ch-L units (4/274 chopper units) were observed by Blackburn and Sachs (1989) , they were regarded as "unusual units." Units with these characteristics were more common in mice (7/41 chopper units). In nearly all cases, they met the criteria for classification as Ch-S units.
While most chopper units produce an ISI function that is flat (Ch-S) or adapting (Ch-SA, Ch-T), Blackburn and Sachs (1989) reported a few unusual chopper units with decreasing ISI functions (negative ISI AS ). In the present analysis, negative ISI AS scores remained near 0 (Fig. 6C) . No clear dichotomy was observed among these units and they were all assigned the Ch-S classification. Blackburn and Sachs (1989) identified primarylike units with unusually long first spike latencies. Three of these responses are suggested by outliers in Fig. 9D . Given the comparatively small number of primarylike units in the present sample, long latency Pri units may be more common in laboratory mice than in domestic cats. Chopper units with equivalent BFs produced similar latencies, so it is likely that these responses were driven by direct inputs from the auditory nerve.
Action potential waveforms
A detailed analysis of action potential waveforms is problematic for extracellular recordings because the size, shape, and polarity of the electrical signal is influenced by variations in the physical relationship of the electrode to a propagating current source. Nevertheless, gross waveform features were remarkably consistent for well-isolated AVCN neurons in laboratory mice (Fig. 8B ). Chopper and primarylike units produced biphasic action potentials. Chopper units never displayed prepotentials. Primarylike units never displayed clear PP1 responses. The rare instances of potentials that may represent PP2 responses showed poor temporal definition and close proximity to action potentials, which are characteristics that are more consistent with EPSPs (Kuenzel et al., 2011) . These results suggest that laboratory mice and domestic cats share similar near-field electrical properties for chopper units but exhibit notable differences in their primarylike responses. Bourk (1976) reported prepotentials for all Pri units in cats. The majority of units showed large PP1 responses (66%). Pri-N units showed high percentages of both PP1 (34%) and PP2 responses (55%). His descriptions were replicated by Blackburn and Sachs (1989) , who examined individual digitized spike waveforms for the presence of PP1 responses (53% Pri, 58% Pri-N). Monophasic action potentials have been linked to primarylike responses by both Bourk (1976) and Young et al. (Young et al., 1988a) .
Endbulbs are present on the spherical bushy cells of laboratory mice (Limb and Ryugo, 2000) , but appear to be smaller in size and more sparsely branched than the endbulbs of cats (Ryugo and Fekete, 1982) . This less robust morphological expression may explain the missing prepotentials and less polarized action potentials of primarylike units in mice. Laboratory rats, a rodent species with more sensitive low-frequency hearing, produce primarylike responses with prepotentials under identical recording conditions (Roos, 2012) . It is intriguing to speculate that the evolutionary premium for secure endbulb transmission may be less important for prey species with a strong bias toward high-frequency hearing. In mice, the functional consequences of this biological variation manifest as reduced temporal fidelity and poor sound localization May et al., 2011) .
Basic response patterns
The basic sound-driven response patterns of physiologically classified AVCN units were similar in laboratory mice to other common animal models. The upper frequency limits of neural BFs and the region of maximum sensitivity were shifted to higher frequencies in mice, but the most sensitive thresholds maintained the general features of mammalian audibility curves (Fig. 9A) . Maximum sensitivity followed the best threshold curve of the auditory nerve and was comparable to other species. Primarylike and chopper subtypes did not show strong biases in sensitivity and were broadly distributed in BF.
AVCN neurons with BFs below 6 kHz were not observed in the present study (Fig. 9A) . This result differs from the reported frequency range of auditory nerve fibers in laboratory mice (Taberner and Liberman, 2005) , but agrees with previous recordings in the AVCN (Luo et al., 2009) . The difference may be explained by 3-dimensional reconstructions of frequency representations in the mouse cochlear nucleus (Muniak et al., submitted for publication). The caudal-to-rostral axis of the AVCN displays an orderly tonotopic organization that conforms well with the present sampling of BFs. Neurons with BFs below 6 kHz do not fall along this axis and are not encountered by electrode trajectories that are optimized to sample the main frequency axis of the AVCN.
Frequency responses maps in the AVCN of laboratory mice displayed the same V-shaped excitatory region that has been described in other species (Evans and Nelson, 1973; Shofner and Young, 1985) . On average, the bandwidth of frequency tuning followed general mammalian trends (Fig. 9B) . Q 10 values ranged from 2 to 15, increased with BF, and were well predicted by measurements in the auditory nerve (Taberner and Liberman, 2005) . Primarylike and chopper units did not show consistent differences in frequency tuning. The variance of Q 10 values at a particular BF was much larger than previous results from the domestic cat (van Heusden and Smoorenburg, 1983) .
The spontaneous rates of AVCN units typically fell below 5 spikes/s in mice (Fig. 9C) . Most units displayed some spontaneous activity, and therefore would be classified as type I responses in FRM-based classification systems (Kiang et al., 1965) . Some units from all of the major PSTH classifications showed no spontaneous activity, but this so-called type I/III FRM was most common among chopper classifications. Only two units produced spontaneous rates higher than 40 spikes/s. The distribution of spontaneous rates suggests less activity than what has been previously described in domestic cats, where the spontaneous rates of Pri units frequently exceed 100 spikes/s (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989) . Anesthesia does not appear to be the source of this species difference. Recordings in mice were conducted under urethane anesthesia, while domestic cats were anesthetized with barbiturates. Urethane is expected to produce less depression of brainstem activity.
The onset latencies of primarylike units were typically shorter than those of chopper units (Fig. 9D) , as has been noted in other species. The absolute latencies reported here may appear slightly longer than other published reports because acoustic stimuli were delivered in free-field from a speaker that was located 36 cm from the subject's head. This additional conduction time had no effect on unit classifications that were determined by relative differences in the latency or variability of sound-driven activity.
Summary
The essential finding of the present study was that single-unit responses in the AVCN of two common strains of laboratory mice exhibited generic mammalian PSTH response types (Blackburn and Sachs, 1989; Pfeiffer, 1966) . Studies in mice have previously reported a preservation of generalized mammalian patterns for auditory nerve physiology (Taberner and Liberman, 2005) and AVCN cellular morphologies (Briner and Willott, 1989; Limb and Ryugo, 2000) . Despite these common traits, the absence of prepotentials and the preponderance of neurons with BFs above the upper limits of phase locking suggest that laboratory mice may provide a less representative model of temporal coding in the auditory brainstem.
